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Download for FREE on Kindle Unlimited + Free Bonus Inside!Read on your Computer, Mac,

Smartphone, Kindle Reader, iPad, or Tablet.There are a lot more to the story than just the light

bulb, and there is a lot more to the invention of the light bulb than just Thomas Edison. One

thing is for sure that he is still remembered as one of the greatest inventors of all time, and

perhaps the greatest that America has ever produced. In truth, Edison was a man who

invented a lot of things while bringing about incredible advancements in many other things.

With the stock ticker, the telegraph, the light bulb, and motion picture, he may not have

invented them, but he improved on them beyond any recognition. They would not be the

technologies they were today without Edison’s great mind working on them.Inside you’ll read

aboutBorn into a country of great changethe telegraph and the start of his geniusHow Edison

created the invention machineEdison and the phonographIt wasn’t always about success for

EdisonThe truth about the light bulbThe rivalry between Tesla and the “war of the

currents”Father of the motion picturesThe man behind the inventionsEdison’s greatest

quotesHis death and the legacy he left behindRemember him for the right reasonsAnd much

more!Thomas Edison seems to be remembered these days either the man who invented the

light bulb or the man who didn’t. Without knowing any more about him, you are either giving

him false praise for something he didn’t do or not taking into account all the other work he did.
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IIntroduction* * *Thomas Edison, the inventor of the light bulb. Except there are a lot more to

the story than just the light bulb, and there’s a lot more to the invention of the light bulb than

just Thomas Edison. One thing is for sure that the inventor, born in Ohio, is still remembered as

one of the greatest inventors of all time, and perhaps the greatest that America has ever

produced.* * *Although born in Ohio, Edison moved at an early age to Port Huron in Michigan.

He was youngest of seven siblings and was born to a father who had to flee from Canada after

he took part with the Rebellions in 1837. They eventually moved to Milan in Ohio where Edison

was born on the 11th February 1847. He was seven when they moved to Michigan after the

railroad business declined in Milan, and eventually, Edison would start working on the trains

himself.

IIBorn into a country of great change“There is no substitute for hard work.”Thomas A. Edison* *

*Edison was born in 1847 into a country that was going through an incredible amount of

change. The US is just coming out of a profound recession with railways taking off, and over

the next few years, America would be connected coast to coast for the first time by rail.

America was going through its industrial revolution including becoming one of the world's

greatest producers of steel. The world was going through a rapid change as it had never been

seen before, and Edison was born into a world that was looking for people like him who could

progress society even further out from the dark and into the light.* * *Massive manufacturing

and agricultural increases were happening at the time. The industrial revolution had already

arrived in Britain, but this was America's turn for their own change, and it would also lead to

substantial population increases. In 1840, the population of America was just 23 million, but by

the end of that century, the population was more than tripled to 76 million. By the time of

Edison’s death in 1931, that figure would change to 124 million, which would eventually lead to

today’s figure of 325 million.* * *Edison was born into a country that was booming in all sorts of

ways and finding its way from the independence that it achieved in 1776. When Edison was



growing up, the states of America were really becoming united in more ways than the people

who fought for their independence would have ever thought possible. It was changing from a

country that had great potential, to the most powerful nation in the world that it is today.* *

*Things changed quickly as they already had the blueprint from Europe of how to take a

country into the modern age, except America had the advantage of learning from the mistakes

so was able to achieve their revolution a lot more quickly. Edison was able to take the kind of

ideas that had come out of Europe and improve on them in America.

Edison’s disability* * *Edison developed hearing problems as a young boy, which would affect

him for the rest of his life. The exact reasons for the hearing loss are unknown, as Edison

himself would enjoy making up tales about how it happened to him. In one story, he said it was

because he got struck on the ears by a train conductor after his laboratory in a boxcar set on

fire. Another story was that a train conductor had helped him get up onto a moving train by

grabbing him by the ears.* * *In truth, the reasons could be one of two things, and it is most

commonly attributed to scarlet fever that he had as an infant, with ear infections that also went

untreated. Another possible cause was that it was merely in his hereditary as he had a family

history of hearing issues. Whatever the reason was, Edison didn’t let it affect him, and he was

still able to hear, but with great difficulty at times. When Edison was inventing the phonograph,

at one time, he decided to actually bite down onto the instrument so that the vibrations would

be delivered directly to his inner ear; he always found a way.* * *Edison didn’t let it get him

down though, and even found reasons to be happy with his hearing loss as he said that it gave

him a space in which he could think. He was offered the opportunity in later life to have an

operation which could have improved his hearing, but he believed that it was going to affect his

ability to concentrate in a world of much greater noise.

A different kind of education* * *While many of the greatest minds in history went to some of

the most prestigious institutions in the world, formal education isn’t something that Edison

neither needed nor wanted. From an early age, he was taken out of school and taught by his

mother at home.* * *In one of the greatest examples of being wrong of all time, Edison’s

teacher sent him home with a message to his mother that they thought he was “addled” and

had a confused brain. Edison’s mother immediately pulled him out of school after only three

months of education. It was the making of Edison, and he would read everything that he could.

He was devoted to his mother for her belief in him and desperately didn’t want to let her down.*

* *The lack of formal education clearly didn’t hold Edison back as his ever-inquisitive mind

would give him all the answers to all the questions that he needed to know. He was the type of

person to question everything, and if a teacher didn’t know the answer to one of his questions,

he’s wanted to know why they didn’t know the answer. It was that drive for answers that would

see him be successful for the whole of his career.* * *At the age of 12, he would get his first

job, working on a train, selling an assortment of various items to the people on board. He was

never one for a classroom environment anyway, and with the help of his mother and his own

drive for success, he was already on the right path to a successful career.* * *From his job on

the train of selling such items as vegetables and newspapers, he’d go on to use the press on

the train and create his own laboratory. This connected with his fascination of the telegraph as

he knew the power that it could have. He developed a tactic of telling an operator how to

telegraph headlines down the line, which would leave people wanting to read the news further

down the line.* * *This would be a taste of thing to come with a man who not only would

become an incredible inventor but also a brilliant advertiser and marketer as well. From an



early age, he was already showing that he could drive up interest in something; it started with

headlines, then he would use that ability to generate interest in all of his inventions.

IIIThe telegraph and the start of his genius“Being busy does not always mean real work. The

object of all work is production or accomplishment and to either of these ends there must be

forethought, system, planning, intelligence, and honest purpose, as well as perspiration.

Seeming to do is not doing.”Thomas A. Edison* * *In the decades before Edison was born,

electricity was being experimented with, but not many realized the uses it could have. Many

people were fascinated with electricity at the time, and no more so that Edison who, at this age,

decided to run a telegraph line from his home to of one of his friend’s. It was an incredible feat

for a man, but his incessant reading to further his knowledge gave him a great amount of skill.*

* *This was still the early days of telegraphy, and it was becoming more commonly used

throughout the world. The first transatlantic cable would be laid in 1866 to link America to

Britain and the rest of Europe. It was a time of change where communication was becoming

more successful than ever, and it was something that Edison was keen to get involved in.* * *A

huge slice of luck happened for him out of near disaster when he saved the life of a telegraph

operator’s young child from the train tracks. It would put him on the right course to where he

wanted to be as the operator showed his gratitude by training Edison to be an operator, which

was a role that had a huge degree of status due to it being a very skilled position.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent work.. Fantastic service.”

Marialyce Garvis, “Impressive Book. This is a fascinating book, detailing how Edison was a

great inventor with a great imagination but also demonstrating his human failings, his vengeful

attitude and his multitude of failures. Yet through it all, you see the man could see what others

could not.The beauty of this book is that it doesn't focus on simply one aspect of the persona-

my knowledge of him was limited to light bulbs and phonographs, not knowing his feud with

Tesla, his work with Henry Ford or his push for DC power. All of this is included in a simple to

read, well organized unbiased.This book is not a long read, I finished it in a couple hours, but it

is packed with tidbits of information about Edison's life, from his early childhood to the legacy

he left behind. Some of this information I wasn't aware of, and I like learning new things.The

author's no-fluff writing style is welcomed, but not boring or terse. Right now it is free on the

Kindle Store, and I recommend you grab it! I received a free copy in exchange for my unbiased

review. I liked the book a lot.”

Imran Khan$, “Thomas Edison !!!!. A quick and informative read.Details are written in an easy

to understand way.Thanks author & publisher .  Thanks .”

The book by THE HISTORY HOUR has a rating of 5 out of 3.9. 26 people have provided

feedback.
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